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ABSTRACT
Lin, Chun Ethan. Ph.D. in Engineering Program, Department of Electrical Engineering,
Wright state University, 2015. Compressive Sensing Technique Development for EW
Receiver Application
The current state-of the-art for digital receiver bandwidth coverage is now
reaching multi-GHz. The conventional wideband digital receiver design is based on the
Nyquist information theory, and its bandwidth coverage is limited by the Nyquist
sampling rate. Therefore, receiver performance highly depends on the high speed analogto-digital (ADC) technology and computation hardware such as FPGA. Having proved a
fundamental theory that Nyquist waveform can be restored with a reduced sampling rate
under certain situations, compressed sensing (CS) technique becomes an attractive
solution to wideband digital receiver development.
In this dissertation, performance analysis of the compressed sensing in receiver
application is conducted. The compressed sensing receiver uses two modulations and
sampling schemes: 1) Pseudo Random Code (PRC), a uniform sampling approach, and 2)
a proposed non-uniform sampling (NUS) approach. Three algorithms are used to process
the compressed signals: 1) Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), 2) Parameter Estimation
(PE), and 3) Nesterov's algorithm (NESTA).

Signal detection thresholds for the

compressed sensing receivers are determined by Additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN)
distribution through probability density function (PDF) using the best fitting analog
function for a false alarm rate of 10-7.

Remedy algorithms are developed to solve
iv

frequency-misread problem caused by CS modulations. Signal detection and sensitivity
of the compressed sensing receivers are measured and presented.

GPU-accelerated

parallel computing is adopted to process the compressed signals. Computing results of
OMP and PE from NVIDIA Telsa K-40 GPU are presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Wideband digital receiver is under development to cover multi-GHz bandwidth
[1-4]. With the current technology limitation on high speed ADC and computation
hardware such as FPGA, further development to detect signals in a wider bandwidth and
real-time operation, such as the wideband surveillance for real-time situational warning
of threat becomes very challenging.
Compressed sensing (CS) technique provides an alternate solution. CS becomes
popular after the fundamental theory was proved [5, 6]. The band limited by the Nyquist
sampling rate is no longer a rigid requirement. CS allows the wideband coverage with a
reduced sampling rate, assuming the original Nyquist waveform is sparse, e.g., there are
only a few significant components in the Fourier basis, and the measurement matrix has
restrictive isometric property (RIP). Popular measurement matrix exhibiting high
probability RIP includes the Gaussian matrix and matrix element of pseudorandom bits of
+1 and -1 with equal probability [7]. Many reconstruction algorithms have since been
proposed to reconstruct the original Nyquist waveform of sparse signal from the reduced
sampling data set. These reconstruction algorithms based on ℓ1 norm optimization usually
involves iteration to match basis and the assumed signal sparsity to reach the final
solution. The computation usually requires intensive computation.
DARPA’s analog-to-information converter (AIC) program started in 2008. This
program was to develop RF receiver using CS technology. Two CS modulation schemes
were designed and implemented. One scheme is Random Modulation Pre-Integration
(RMPI) [8] and the other is Non-Uniform Sampling (NUS) [9]. RMPI applies a
1

pseudorandom Gold code to modulate the input signal and subsequent integration after 52
chips of Gold codes. The gold code chip rate is 5 GHz. There are 4 channels interleaving
ADC’s in the design, and the equivalent down sampling rate is 13. NUS scheme applies a
sampling time, which is a pseudorandom integer number within a certain range of time
grid determined by an internal Nyquist rate of 4.8 GHz. The equivalent sampling rate is
about 300 MHz and the average down sampling rate is about 16. Nesterov's algorithm
NESTA [10] is based on minimized ℓ1 norm of the signal and subjected to the ℓ2 norm of
the measurement error. While the feasibility of the CS receiver using both RMPI and
NUS modulation schemes have been successfully demonstrated, improvement in signal
processing is yet to develop to reach real time operation [9, 10, 11].
OMP algorithm was developed in the early stage of compressed sensing [12]. It
is an iterative algorithm that selects at each step the most correlated column of the
measurement matrix to the current residuals. This column is then added into the set of
the intermediate projector from which the signal component is calculated using least
square formulation. The residual is updated by subtracting the observation (compressed
signal) from the projection of the signal components onto the intermediate projector and
the algorithms iterates. The advantage of OMP is its simplicity and fast operation, and its
implementation in graphics processing unit (GPU) has been under development [13, 14].
Parameter estimation was first developed to calculate signal parameters (i.e.,
pulse descriptive word or PDW) without going through reconstruction computation to
save computation time [11]. The algorithm yields good result under single signal case,
but not-so-satisfied results under multiple signal detection. One of the reasons is that the
signal’s energy was spread all over the broad spectrum due to random modulation.
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To detect the 2nd signal requires subtracting the contribution of the first signal on
the compressed signal data. It is of sequential nature in addition to the complication
involved in the subtraction. A different approach is to reconstruct Nyquist waveform and
followed by using the traditional frame-based FFT time frequency transfer analysis. The
motivation of this approach is to utilize the well-developed FFT analysis for multiple
signal detection. The other approach is to use Discrete Prolate Spheroidal (Slepian)
Sequences (DPSS) algorithm. It can subtract the contribution of the first signal on the
compressed signal and continue with the non-reconstruction detection algorithms, such as
OMP or PE to detect the second signal. The advanced graphic process unit (GPU) can be
a candidate to implement the intense computation involved in reconstruction.
In this dissertation, we will conduct analysis of the receiver’s performance of
signal detection and its sensitivity for non-reconstruction compressed sensing technique.
Two modulations will be studied: 1) pseudo-random-chip (PRC), one-channel RMPI
design and 2) non-uniform sampling (NUS). The signal processing algorithms to process
CS data are Parameter Estimation (PE) [11] and Orthogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [12].
As for fully-reconstruction compressed sensing technique, NUS modulation will
be used and NESTA detection algorithm [10] with FFT-based method will be used to
detect the signal.
The paper is organized in the following. Chapter II discusses compressed sensing
modulations. Chapter III discusses detection algorithms. Chapter IV discusses the CS’s
AWGN probability density function (PDF), signal detection threshold and its false alarm
rate. Chapter V discusses the performance of CS based wideband receiver utilizing
different modulations and signal processing algorithms. Chapter VI discusses hardware
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implementation via GPU. The last chapter summarizes research contributions and future
development of compressed sensing.

1.1 Problem Statement

Most airborne SIGINT (Signal Intelligence) and COMINT (Communication
Intelligence) receivers rely on high sampling rate ADCs and intensive signal processing
to perform real time operation of wideband surveillance.

Hardware implementation

becomes more difficult when the required bandwidth is increased to multi-GHz range. A
major challenge is to design very high speed ADCs with a sampling rate at least twice of
the bandwidth. The higher sampling rate it is required, the more difficult it is to design an
ADC. Because the practical wideband spectrum contains only sparse signal, it is possible
to design receiver with reduced sampling rate using compressed sensing (CS) principle.
Three CS-based receivers were proposed to reduce the ADC sampling rate, less
processing/power consumption, and less data transmission burden. In which we applied
non-uniform sampling compressed sensing (NUS-CS) techniques and three signal
processing algorithms of Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP), Parameter Estimator (PE)
and Nestorov (NESTA). These receivers are termed: NUS-OMP, NUS-PE, and NUSNESTA.

1.2 Motivation and Applications

The compressed sensing techniques have been developed in recent years,
particularly in the areas of medical imaging, seismic imaging, radar, signal processing,
image processing, and communication.
4



Medical Resonance Imaging (MRI). A “hot-topic” CS application is MRI, which
has seen much researched. MRI works by acquiring points in 2D or 3D k-space
(i.e., Fourier space), and conventional MRI acquires specific grids of points so
that the image may be reconstructed by the inverse Radon transform. Using
sparse-approximation ideas, it is possible to sub-sample this grid and solve a
linear inverse problem to recover the signal. CS applies to MRI by allowing kspace samples that are not on standard grids and instead, fewer samples than
conventionally needed. Fewer samples lead to faster scan, which is significant
since scan is performed on living and moving objects. However, the true potential
of CS for MRI is that it might require nonstandard types of measurements or
contain certain types of systematic errors, such as non-linearity in the magnetic
field or weak magnetic fields.



Seismic imaging. Because the Earth is made of discrete layers and so separated by
sparse boundaries, seismic imaging has benefitted from sparse recovery
techniques since the 1970s. However, a true compressed-sensing-based seismic
imaging system goes further and acquires images in a different fashion.

A

method is to apply compressed sensing by controlling the rate and location of
samples, more like a non-uniform sample (NUS). Under-sampling is a key fact for
many seismic imaging systems.


Radar. Like seismic imaging, it is possible to design special radar pulses to
exploit CS. For example, sending a type of chirp signal called an Alltop sequence
to probe targets can achieve higher resolution than traditional radar when there are
only few targets. This is different from the receiver problem discussed in this

5

dissertation in which receiver has no control or priori knowledge of the incoming
signals.
Compressed sensing based electronic RF receiver is still in the very beginning
stage, mainly because the multi-GHz bandwidth and time resolution requirement is far
above other applications. The compressed sensing is based on two principles: 1) sparsity,
which pertains to the signal of interests, and 2) incoherence, which pertains to the sensing
modality. Sparsity expresses that the “information rate” of a continuous time signal is
much lower than suggested by its bandwidth or that the discrete-time signal depends on
number of degree of freedom which is comparably much smaller than its length. For this
reason the RF signals are sparse and compressible in the sense that they can be expressed
in a proper sparse matrix. Incoherence extends the duality between time and frequency,
and expresses that objects have a sparse representation can be spread out in the frequency
domain in which they are acquired.
There are two kinds of detection algorithms in the research: 1) partially
reconstruction/no reconstruction. This detection algorithms analyze compressed signal
directly without reconstructing compressed signal back to Nyquist domain, and 2) fully
reconstruction.

The detection algorithms perform reconstruction from compressed

domain to Nyquist domain, and use FFT-based solution to extract signal information.
Two modulations are studied: 1) Uniform Sampling (US): Random Modulation
Pre-integrator (RMPI) and Pseudo Random Chips (PRC). Uniform sampling modulation
utilizes fixed interval or interleaved ADCs to conduct under-sampling, and 2) Nonuniform Sampling (NUS). This kind of modulation utilizes random patterns of “1” and
“0” to under-sample the signal.

6

In this research, signal is being compressively sampled by three kinds of
modulations: Random Modulation Pre-integrator (RMPI), Pseudo Random Chips (PRC),
and Non-uniform Sampling (NUS). Second, the compressed signals are processed and
analyzed for signal detection by: 1) processing PRC-CS compressed signal by OMP and
PE, 2) processing NUS-CS compressed signal by OMP and PE, and 3) processing NUSCS compressed signal by NESTA and FFT. Details of modulations, signal detection, and
compressed sensing data flow will be discussed in this dissertation.

1.3 Dissertation Scope
The object of this research is to develop, implement and evaluate real-time
electronic RF receivers utilizing compressed sensing techniques. Performance of the CS
based receivers are presented and compared with the conventional FFT-based receiver.
Different modulations and signal detection algorithms are studied. Signal detection
thresholds in the compressed sensing receivers are determined by analyzing Additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) distribution through probability density function (PDF).
In addition, GPU-accelerated parallel computing is adopted to process the
compressed signals. Computing results of OMP and PE from NVIDIA Telsa K-40 GPU
are presented.

1.4 Overview

Chapter 2 begins with a general review of compressed sensing techniques and
mathematical models. It also discusses the applications that have been used and why
compressed sensing benefits the designs. CS modulations used in this research are
7

introduced. Chapter 3 provides literature reviews of CS signal processing algorithms.
Chapter 4 discusses characteristics and evaluation of electronic RF receiver, such as noise
distribution, signal detection threshold, sensitivity, and dynamic range. The process to
determine signal detection threshold is also developed and discussed. Chapter 5 presents
overall receiver performances utilizing compressed sensing techniques via Matlab.
Chapter 6 introduces GPU and its implementations of CS based receivers. The
performance results are also presented. The final chapter summarizes the research
contribution and future work for this study.

8

2. Compressive Sensing Modulation

This chapter gives a brief review of basic CS theory. Let a signal
where φ is the matrix with columns φi, and
vector element

i.

is the vector with

Consider discrete, finite-length samples, x є Rn and ɸ is an n x n

matrix, typically chosen to be orthogonal. For example, φ can be the identity matrix I if
the signal x is just a sparse vector.
Let ɸ be another orthogonal n x n matrix; we will eventually subsample this to
create the m x n, “sampling matrix". It is assumed that φ is m x n with m << n. The rows
of ɸ does not need to be orthogonal for the NESTA algorithm, to be discussed in Chapter
III. Since φ and ɸ are both orthogonal, and therefore invertible (and well-conditioned), it
is possible to recover x (or equivalently, α) from samples:
ɸ

ɸ

ɸ

(1)

So far, this is not remarkable, and there is no benefit in doing so, even in the noisy
case AWGN is unchanged under the orthogonal transformations. The remarkable results
from compressed sensing are that if α is sparse (we typically use k to denote the sparsity,
and say that α is “k-sparse") and ɸ and φ are incoherent, then it suffices to only take a
little more than k rows of the ɸ matrix in order to stably reconstruct x.
Define the coherence of

and ɸ to be
ɸ

ɸ

The two orthogonal-bases are “incoherent” when

(2)

1 or has a weak-dependence

, is obtained if, for example, φ = ɸ.

on dimension n. Complete coherence,

9

Maximal incoherence, μ = 1, is obtained for φ = F, the Fourier basis, and ɸ = I, the
identify. One remarkable fact is that for any fixed basis φ, if φ is chosen from the general
orthogonal ensemble, the coherence of φ and ɸ is

with high probability. Thus,

random matrices ɸ are universally good measurement matrices. Intuitively, we want low
coherence so that each row of ɸ takes an equal amount of information about the signal. If
φ and ɸ are very coherent, then each row of ɸ only tells us how much of one particular
basis element φi is present in the signal, and thus we would need all n measurements,
since leaving out the ith measurements is taking the a risk that αi = 0. Figure 1 shows the
graphical depiction.

Figure 1. Incoherence in measurements

Figure 1 shows pictorial representation of linear measurements Ax = b.
Historically, good operators A were square and assumed to be easily invertible, such as
the identity I or Fourier matrix F. For under-sampling, choosing A to be a partial identity
matrix is not a good idea for signal recovery is not controllable. For sparse signals, it
turns out that we can recover all of them if measurements are sufficiently global and
incoherent. We informally refer to this idea as “democracy": each measurement provides
the same amount of information as every other measurement so there is no one special
measurement without which reconstruction is impossible.
10

To summarize the intuition behind compressed sensing: if a signal has a sparse
representation, then typically only order of (k log n) measurements are necessary (this is
an intuitive number: for each of the k nonzero, we need some constant number of
measurements to encode the amplitude, and log n number of measurements to encode the
location of the entry). The other intuition is that in a noisy signal, the under-sampling
sacrifices data but only by an amount proportional to m = n. This is a fundamental
limitation: to accurately estimate a quantity given noisy measurements (say, estimate the
population mean given the sample mean), it is always beneficial to take more
measurements.
Figure 2 shows the overall compressed sensing concept via matrix operation. The
frequency basis matrix is presented in the figure. It depends on the detection algorithm
that receiver uses. The non-reconstruction detection algorithms need the frequency basis
matrix in order to extract the information from the compressed signal. However, the
reconstruction detection algorithm, reconstructing the compressed signal back to the
Nyquist domain, doesn’t need the frequency basis matrix.
The measurement matrix ɸ, is different in different modulations. However, as
long as it satisfies the following rules, it can be used on compressed sensing.


Be stable:
o Each row of measurement matrix is incoherent to frequency basis bin.
o Each measurement contains information from all bases.



Necessary and sufficient condition for k sparse inverse problem solution –
restricted isometry property (RIP).
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Figure 2. Compressive Sensing Concept

The restricted isometry property (RIP) indicates that the restricted isometry constant δk of
order k for a matrix A is the smallest number such that:
(3)

for all k-sparse vector x.
For example, if A is an orthogonal matrix, then A is an isometry, and δk = 0 for
any k, which is the best possible constant. If A is m x n, then it has a non-trivial null space,
so

≥ 1 for

≥

, but it is still possible for δk < 1 for k < m. In general, increasing n

of A will improve (i.e., decrease) its RIP constant.

2.1 Uniform Sampling Compressing Sensing
2.1.1 Random modulation pre-integration (RMPI)
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Random modulation pre-integration (RMPI) [1] is a US-CS approach, in which
the incoming signal is spread out by Nyquist-rate chip sequence and the spread signal is
sampled by low sampling rate ADCs. To modulate the signal with a known signal, which
is called chipping sequence with the random amplitude as “±1”, as shown in Figure 3.
For example, using chipping frequency of 5 GHz and 8 channels of input signal with 8
overlapping chipping sequences, each channel can be integrated and sampled by an ADC
with sampling frequency of 50 MHz.

Figure 3. RMPI-CS Concept

The chipping-sequence is a pseudo-random bit sequence (PRBS), which flips
pseudo-randomly between +1 and -1. The chipping sequence is implementable and
predictable. RMPI has unique measurement matrix since it utilizes interleaved ADCs to
under-sampling streams of data. Figure 4 shows the RMPI measurement matrix. There
are 4 interleaved ADCs, and there is 13 samples gap from each other. All channels of
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data are formed as a diagonal matrix, and rests of elements in the matrix are zero. X is
incoming signal. Y is the compressed signal generated by RMPI measurement matrix
multiplying incoming signal, X.

Figure 4. RMPI measurement matrix

2.1.2 Pseudo Random Chip (PRC)

Pseudo Random Chip (PRC) is developed based on the principle of RMPI.
Instead of using interleaved ADCs to generate the measurement matrix of RMPI, PRC
has a simpler measurement matrix, which has only “+1” and “-1” randomly distributed
inside the matrix. PRC measurement matrix is also called symmetry Bernoulli matrix,
i.e., Fij = sign[1/(m)1/2] with equal probability of “+1” and “-1”. In comparison with
Gaussian measurement matrix, PRC measurement matrix has an advantage in
computation on account of its simplex structure, which induces to be easily applied in
practice and also for hardware implementation. Figure 5 shows the measurement matrix
of PRC.
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Figure 5. PRC Measurement matrix

As shown in Figure 5, the PRC measurement matrix is simpler than that of RMPI.
There are no interleaved ADCs required for this modulation. One low-rate ADC and
multipliers are required to implement PRC into hardware. This modulation decreases the
complexity of hardware integration.

2.2 Non-Uniform Sampling (NUS)

Instead of taking sample with same amount of time interval based on the Nyquist
rate, the non-uniform sampling (NUS) [3] takes samples with random rate, which is much
lower than the Nyquist rate. Figure 6 explains the concept of NUS-CS.
Using pseudo-random bit sequence to generate “1” and “0”, the PRBS is
multiplied to the ADC samples. So, “1” represents the sample point is taken, and “0”
represents this point of data is discarded. However, to make the reconstructing algorithm
efficient and effective due to the small information rate, this PRBS sequence is not totally
random. Our random pulse generation to generate “1” and “0” uses the following design
rules:
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Figure 6. NUS-CS Pattern Generation

1) The minimum time between the TOA of a pulse to the TOA of the next pulse
must be 12 clock cycles,
2) The maximum time between the TOA of a pulse to the TOA of the next pulse
must be 27 clock cycles, and
3) The pulse width of “1” pulse must have a minimum of 6 clock cycles, i.e., 6
consecutive 1’s.
The unique benefit of NUS algorithm over conventional ADC is that the signal
information is captured directly in the compressed form. After compressed signal is
measured by NUS measurement matrix. The following step is to overlap the compressed
signal using windowing technique, which partitions the compressed signal into multiple
segments. Then, segments of compressed signal are fed to different detection algorithms
to analyze the compressed signal. The NUS-CS has a major benefit that the sampled
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signal is in its original form so the signal dynamic rage in frequency domain is not
sacrificed much after reconstruction.
The NUS-CS patterns are generated from the above rules and verified by the
hardware version of NUS-CS patterns. In hardware, the low-rate ADC is triggered by
falling-edge of NUS-CS pattern so as to down sample the incoming signal. The
measurement matrix is adopted from hardware version of NUS-CS pattern, which is
generated by taking “1” from the bit-stream and put them in each different row. Figure 6
shows the process of pattern generation.
The NUS-CS front-end model is displayed in Figure 7, which includes one 1-bit
multiplier, five flip-flops, NUS-CS pattern generator, and a low sampling rate ADC.
Figure 8 shows the example of NUS-CS pulses. Green interval illustrates “1” of pulse,
which means the segment of signal is taken when NUS-CS pattern (“1”) multiples with
the input signal; Red interval illustrates “0” of pulses, which means the segment of signal
is discarded. The green interval has at least 6 clock cycle of “1”, and the read interval has
a minimum of 12 and a maximum of 27 clock cycles of “0”. The low-rate ADC in Figure
7 is triggered by falling edge of the pattern to do the sampling. When NUS-CS pattern
pass though the flip-flops, it activates the ADC and ADC will sample the incoming signal
mixed with NUS-CS patterns.
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Figure 7. NUS-CS Front-end model

Figure 8. Example of NUS-CS pulses
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3. Compressive Sensing Signal Processing Algorithms

There are two categories for compressed sensing detection algorithms: 1) fullyreconstructing algorithm and 2) partially or non-reconstructing algorithm. Fullyreconstructing algorithm restores the compressed signal back to Nyquist domain and uses
FFT-based method to detect the signal. Since it uses FFT-based method, multiple
simultaneous signals can be detected. Partially or non-reconstructing algorithm deals with
the compressed signal directly. When it comes to detect second signal, the effect of first
signal has to be removed before the second signal can be found.

3.1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)

As described in the Introduction, the OMP is under development to process the
compressed data because of its rather simplistic in comparison with others, thus it is
selected as the first candidate for real time hardware implementation vis GPU. In OMP,
there are two intensive computation steps: 1) finding the component of the signal through
correlation with each column of the measurement matrix, and 2) using least square
solution to detect the signal [12].
Let’s explain these steps in mathematic. Let A = (1, · · ·, n), where i ∈ Rm is
the i-th column of A. We call A the dictionary and i an atom. Let y = Aφ, where φ is ksparse in Ψ. The main idea of OMP is to represent y as a weighted sum of as few atoms
as possible. First, to avoid atom reselection, set i is defined to record the indices of those
already selected atoms. Second, vector r ∈ Rm is defined to hold the residual after
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removing the selected atoms from y. Initially, r is set to y. The algorithm picks from the
dictionary the atom that best matches the residual at each iteration. Next, it renews the
weights for all the already selected atoms via the least squares.
1) Project: The projection of residual r onto atom
denotes the inner product between two vectors and
vector. Let

is

where
denotes the ℓ2 norm of a

, then this step can be implemented by

, where ./ denotes dot division. The complexity of this step is dominated
by (n×m)×(m×1) matrix-vector multiplication.
2) Select Best Matched Unselected Atom: This step selects from unselected atoms
with the maximal absolute value of projection.
3) Renew Weights: Let

then

. The linger algebra,
∈

and

∈

, where
, where

.

4) Update residual and start the next iteration.
From the processes above, it is shown that the complexity of OMP is dominated
by the first step – Project. However, for the larger k, the inverse matrix step is the most
complicate process. Therefore, the bottlenecks of OMP algorithm are the matrix inverse
operation, matrix-matrix multiplications, and matrix-vector multiplications. Figure 9
shows the pseudo code of OMP algorithm, and it combines the 4 procedures above and
summarizes the overall algorithm.
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Φ  [ φ1 φ2 . φ j . φN ] ; [ j ]M 1
Finding each
signal through
correlation
Least Square solution
for new signal
estimate

Figure 9. OMP Pseudo code [14]

Figure 10 shows the frequency basis square matrix and how it is multiplied by
measurement matrix and incoming signal. After multiplication, compressed signal, Y, has
certain information of frequency basis and incoming signal. Both of them can be used
when running detection algorithms without reconstruction, such as Orthogonal Matching
Pursuit (OMP) and Parameter Estimation (PE).
The size of frequency basis matrix is based on the length of the Nyquist sampled
data. Since frequency basis matrix is square, the down-sampling rate, the ratio of the
number of the Nyquist data to those of the measured data, remains the same as matrix
operation without frequency basis. The bigger the frequency basis matrix is, the better the
resolution of frequency basis matrix is. Hence, the performance is better when a bigger
frequency basis matrix is used with a price to pay for the longer computation time.
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Measurement Matrix

Basis Matrix

Incoming Signal

Compressed Signal

Figure 10. Frequency Basis Matrix

3.2 Parameter Estimation (PE)

The detection process of Parameter estimation [10] is based on principles
employed by detectors that operate on Nyquist samples. It uses a combination of template
matching, energy thresholding, and consistency estimation to determine the presence of
pulses. By using all three methods, we achieve robust signal detection at the cost of a
number of tunable parameters. The general procedure consists of three steps:
1) It estimates the carrier frequency and energy of a potential pulse segment at
various time shifts.
2) Based on consistency in frequency estimates and large enough pulse energies, it
determines if a signal is present.
3) Finally, for detected signal, parameter estimation refines the carrier frequency,
amplitude, phase, time-of-arrival, and time-of-departure estimates.
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Figure 11 shows the mathematical computation flow chart of Parameter
Estimation. First, it builds up the Nyquist component in a matrix, and generates least
square equation by creating 3-dimentional H matrix. Second, it uses H matrix on
compressed data, and rapidly find the maximum component. Third, after detecting the
first signal, use DPSS algorithm to eliminate all effect from first signal on power
spectrum. Forth, combine the left-over observation with H matrix and find the second
signal if exists.
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Parameter Estimation has four major procedures:
1. Building Vf and its related matrix, such as PV, PVT, IPVT, and finally, H matrix.
2. Combine observation with H matrix and find the first signal.
3. After detecting first maximum frequency, use DPSS algorithm to eliminate all the effect from
first signal on power spectrum.
4. Combine the left over observation with H matrix and find the second signal

Vf
PHI

Cosine and sine function of
frequency components, the
total number of component is
equal to width of Phi matrix

Incoming Signal, X

Phi matrix, it has 9 sets
of 4-channel

Least Square
Solution approach

RMPI Measurement()
PHI*X

PV = V*PHI

Y

Process each set of signals
(4 channels) at one time.
9 sets total.

PVT
Transpose of PV

H = PV*IPVT*PVT

IPVT
Inverse of PVT

P(f) = Y*H*Y’

H = PV*IPVT*PVT

Find the maximum value of
P(f), and see if the frequency
bigger than threshold. Then, it
will be detected frequencies

Figure 11. Parameter Estimation mathematical computation flow

The Parameter Estimation algorithmic flow chart is shown in Figure 12. The
DPSS stands for Discrete Prolate Spheroidal (Slepian) Sequences, which can be viewed
as the discrete-time, finite-length sequences whose Discrete-Time Fourier Transform
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(DTFT) is most concentrated within a given bandwidth. The DPSS algorithm is a
mathematic solution to eliminate the main-lobe energy from the combined signal in time
domain.

Incoming signals

PE Algorithm

Measurement Matrix Ф
(NUS or RMPI)

Left-over
Observation

Observation

Measurement Matrix Ф
(NUS or PRC)

Second Signal

PE Algorithm

DPSS Algorithm

First Signal

Figure 12. Parameter Estimation algorithmic flow chart

Based on data flow above, a pseudo code of parameter estimation is shown in
Figure 13. Similar to OMP, PE operation involves a series of computing. It loops through
multiple matrix operations to extract the maximum value of the signal frequency. Same
idea of frequency basis matrix is also applied on PE. So, the better resolution the
frequency basis matrix is, the more accurate signal frequency information can be
extracted. For PE, the v H matrix is three dimensional, in which two dimensions related
to those of the measurement matrix and the third dimension related to the frequency grid.
For accuracy concern, the frequency grid in PE is usually finer than the frequency
resolution in the OMP. In other words, the PE algorithm stores more frequency basis
elements than the normal 2D frequency basis matrix of OMP. The better resolution
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makes PE better performance in signal detection than OMP. However, PE takes more
computation steps to process the data than OMP.

After building a matrix contained Nyquist components, using recursive
least square solution to build the estimation matrix H.
Vf = exp(j*pi2*freq_arr(ijf)*nnw'*dt);
Vfc = real(Vf);
Vfs = imag(Vf);
V = [Vfc Vfs];
PV = A*V;
PVT = transpose(PV);
IPVT = inv(PVT*PV);
H(ijf,:,:) = PV*IPVT*PVT;

Using H on compressed data, and find the maximum component.

Figure 13. Parameter Estimation Pseudo code [11]

3.3 NESTA [10]
NESTA is a fast and robust first-order method that solves ℓ1 norm problems and a
large number of extensions including total-variation minimization. This set of algorithms
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is based on accelerated descent methods and smoothing techniques developed. Figure 14
shows the algorithmic flow of the NESTA.
In compressed sensing, a signal x0 ∈ Rn is acquired by collecting data of the from,
(4)

where x0 is the signal of interest, A is known M x N “sampling” matrix, and z is the noise
term. In compressed sensing and elsewhere, a standard approach attempts to reconstruct
x0 by solving
(5)

where ε2 is an estimated upper bound on the noise power. The choice of the regularizing
function f depends on prior assumptions about the signal x0 of interest: if x0 is
approximately sparse, an appropriate convex function is the ℓ1 norm; if x0 is a piecewise
constant object, the total-variation (TV) norm provides accurate recovery results. For our
proposed NUS sampling method, the ℓ1 norm of NESTA is used.
The Figure 14 shows the mathematical computation flow chart of NESTA.
NESTA reconstructing algorithm mainly has three benefits. The first one is speed, in
which the measurement matrix has to be partial isometric. During matrix operation, the
characteristic of partial isometric helps speed up the operations. The second one is the
accuracy; NESTA uses either ℓ1 norm or TV norm, both can quickly find the first 4 or 5
significant digits of optimal solution of (4) after several iterations. The last one is
flexibility; NESTA can be adapted to solve many problems related to compressed sensing
beyond ℓ1 minimization with the same efficiency. In this research, our goal is to simplify
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the measurement matrix, so during the iteration and matrix operation, the complexity and
the computation can be highly reduced.

Figure 14. NESTA mathematical computation flow chart

To sum up the operation of NESTA, it minimizes f over primal feasible solution
by iteratively estimating three sequences {xk}, {yk}, and {zk} while smoothing the solution.
At step k, yk is the current guess of the optimal solution. If we performed only the second
step of the algorithm with yk−1 instead of xk, we would obtain a standard first-order
technique with convergence rate O(1/k). This second step can be seen as minimizing an
approximate Taylor expansion of f about xk by taking an upper bound on the Hessian.
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The novelty is that the sequence zk “keeping watching” the previous iterations since step
3 involves a weighted sum of previous computed gradients. Another aspect of this step is
adopting smoothing technique in optimization: it makes use of a proximity function for
the primal feasible set. This function is strongly convex with parameter δ.
(6)

(7)

NESTA involves the selection of a single smoothing parameter μ and a suitable
stopping criterion. For the later on, experience indicates that a robust and fairly natural
stopping criterion is used to terminate the algorithm when the relative variation of fμ is
small and ∆fμ is within the convergence limit.
The convergence is claimed when ∆fμ < δ. Consider δ > 0; in our experiments, δ
and µ ϵ {0, 10−1, 10−2, 10−3} depending upon the desired accuracy. The selection of δ
depends on the problem type and should be optimized accordingly. Clearly, for more
accurate simulation, δ should be kept small when μ is small. As μ is increased, δ is
increased as well.
The choice of μ is based on a trade-off between the accuracy of the smoothed
approximation fμ (basically, limμ→0 fμ(x) = || x ||ℓ1) and the speed of convergence (the
convergence rate is proportional to μ). Considering noiseless data, μ is directly linked to
the desired accuracy. To illustrate this, it is observed in [12] that when the true signal x is
exactly sparse and is actually the minimum solution under the equality constraints Ax = b,
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the ℓ ∞ error on the nonzero entries is on the order of μ. The NUS-CS reconstruction
analysis between μ and accuracy will be further discussed.
Denoising in NESTA creates the operator from the compressed signal by passing
it to Gabor transform. If a window function g, which only has nonzero value in a small
time interval, is multiplied with the original input signal before conduct the Fourier
transform, both the signal information in time and frequency domains are retained at the
chosen interval. NESTA divides compressed signal into more segments of data length
and creates the index of the data segments. In other word, the resolution is increased in
order to cancel the noise (i.e., denoising). At the final stage of reconstructing process, the
reconstructed signal is exacted from the iteration. Figure 15 shows the Denoising NESTA
algorithm data flow.
The NUS-NESTA method is implemented and tested by a 5 GHz sampled data of
the incoming pulse signal.

The input pulse signal has a random carrier frequency

between 0 to 2.5 GHz and a random phrase. The NUS compressed data is fed to the
NESTA for reconstruction. FFT analysis of the reconstructed signal is conducted. The
reconstruction process is demonstrated in Figure 16. The original signal is a continuous
sine wave with Gaussian noise added. The first graph is the result of first iteration, in
which only small part of signal is reconstructed. The second graph is in the middle after
several NESTA iteration runs.
It shows the outline and more detailed sine wave is formed. The third one is the
final reconstructed sine wave. As the reconstruction performs towards the end, a close
Nyquist signal is reconstructed.
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Figure 15. Denoising NESTA algorithmic flow chart

For NUS modulation, the measurement matrix is the combination of PBRS
sequence. In other word, PBRS sequence is segmented by the window, so the pulses are
sum up by the segments. Putting all the segment of pulses together and stacking them is
the measurement matrix of NUS, as it is described on the previous chapter.
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Figure 16. NESTA algorithm reconstruction steps

The next study of NESTA is the complexity of the measurement matrix – size and
value in the measurement matrix. Based on our simulation results, increasing the size of
measurement matrix will take more computation to restore the signal of interest. In our
NUS-NESTA simulation, the measurement matrix is optimized to a “partial isometric”
matrix to meet the requirement for NESTA.
The NESTA measurement matrix is optimized from NUS’s measurement matrix
to suit for NESTA restoring algorithm. Since the pulse of “+1” and “0” replaces the
PRBS, and the number of pulses equals to Nyquist sampling rate, in this case, 5 GHz, and
one pulse width is 0.2 nano-seconds. According to the three NUS sampling rules, the
minimum pulse width is 1.2 nano-seconds, and the minimum time between two pulses is
2.4 nano-seconds, and the maximum time between two pulses is 5.4 nano-seconds. The
patterns of pulse are randomly generated and all the pulses take 663 nano-seconds of time
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frame, in which, there are total of 3315 pulses including “+1” and “0”. The final step is to
spread out these pulse patterns diagonally in the measurement matrix, so the
measurement matrix has only values on its diagonal elements. The above strategy creates
the first measurement matrix, and when the incoming signal multiplies the measurement
matrix, routhly1/20 of samples are kept, and roughly 19/20 of samples are discarded. To
optimize the measurement matrix the row in the diagonal element, which has “0” is taken
out, then a smaller measurement matrix is created. When the incoming signal multiplies
this smaller matrix, a shorter length of compressed signal is created, and its compressed
ratio is still 1/20. Figure 6 shows these two different measurement matrixes.
As it was mentioned above, the size of measurement matrix affects the
computation speed. The first measurement matrix takes 217 seconds to reconstruct the
Nyquist signal as the smaller measurement matrix only takes 19 seconds. Using the
optimized NUS measurement matrix and NESTA reconstructing method can detect
multiple signals simultaneously.
The proposed NUS-NESTA receiver design is implemented using MATLAB,
which is applied to 5 GHz sampled data of the incoming pulse signal, i.e., 1/20 of
sampled data are kept and 19/20 of sampled data are discarded. The input pulse signal
has random carrier frequency between 0 to 2.5 GHz. Then, the compressed data is fed to
the NESTA for reconstruction. FFT analysis of the reconstructed signal is conducted.
Next, we used both one pulse case and two pulses case to test out the proposed
system. In both cases, the system identifies the frequency of incoming carrier frequency
of pulse signal. For one pulse case, the carrier frequency is 1803.017 MHz. For two
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pulses case, the first pulse signal has carrier frequency of 2410.172 MHz, and the second
pulse signal has carrier frequency of 686.678 MHz.

Figure 17. NUS-NESTA result for single pulse case

Figure 18. NUS-NESTA result for two pulses case

Figure 17 shows the single pulse NUS-CS with NESTA results. The left part of
figure indicates the pulse width is 520 nanoseconds and the carrier frequency is 1803.017
MHz. The right part of figure shows 1) FFT spectrum of the original pulse signal, 2) FFT
spectrum of the compressed signal, and 3) FFT spectrum of the reconstructed signal.
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Figure 18 shows the two pulses case NUS-CS with NESTA results. The left part of
figure indicates the pulse width is 520 nanoseconds and two carrier frequencies are
2410.172 MHz and 686.678 MHz. The right part of figure shows 1) FFT spectrum of
original two pulse signals, 2) FFT spectrum of the compressed signal, and 3) FFT
spectrum of the reconstructed signal. The both simulation show this NUS-CS with
NESTA system detects correct signal frequency from the reconstructed signal.
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4. Noise Distribution Detection Threshold for Compressive Sensing
4.1 Electronic RF receiver

The development of electronic RF receiver is in the early stage even the radar has
become widely applicable in the information age [1 - 4]. This is particularly true for the
case of the radar warning receiver, where the receiver needs to detect the threat radar
signals which is un-cooperated. To keep abreast with the radar technology development,
a wideband RF receiver should take into consideration of the following requirements:
1) It requires near real response time. In general, after the receiver intercepts a signal,
the measured information should be passed to the data processer within few
micro-seconds.
2) The input signal range is often divided into many sub-bands. The frequencies of
these sub-bands should be converted to outputs with a common intermediate
frequency (IF).
3) The receiver can detect multiple simultaneous signals. If more than one signal
arrives at the same time, the receiver should obtain the information on all signals.
4) A proper tradeoff of sensitivity and the dynamic range is manageable on different
applications.
Since the wideband receiver utilizing compressed sensing is still a relatively new
area, it is very important to evaluate its performance in terms of sensitivity and dynamic
range. In this research, we start with receiver evaluation on the case of single signal
detection, which gives basic performance characteristics of the RF receiver. Here are the
performance characteristics for single signal considered in this dissertation:
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i.

Frequency data resolution: This is the finest increment in measured frequency
data.

ii.

Accuracy of frequency measurement: This is the error between the measured
frequency and the input frequency.

iii.

Precision of frequency measurement: This is the repeatability of the frequency
measurement.

iv.

False alarm rate: This is the number of false alarms reported per unit time
interval.

v.

Sensitivity: This is the lowest signal power that can be properly detected and
encoded by the receiver. Signal properly encoded means the measured
parameter of the signal must be within a predetermined tolerance.

vi.

Dynamic range (single signal): This is the ratio of power of the strongest signal
that the receiver can properly detect without generating spurious responses to
the signal at sensitivity level.

vii.

Pulse amplitude data resolution: This is the finest increment in measured
amplitude data. It is usually measured in decibels.

viii.

Pulse width data resolution: This is the finest increment in measured pulse
width data. Pulse width is often measured in non-uniform scale. High pulse
width data resolution is used to measure short pulse and low pulse width data
resolution to measure long pulse.

ix.

Angle of arrival data resolution: This is the finest increment in measured AOA
data.
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x.

Time of arrival data resolution: This is the finest increment in measured TOA
data. Because the TOA is referenced to an internal clock in the receiver, it is
impractical to compare the measured TOA against the incoming pulses. The
common approach is to measure the TOA difference (∆TOA).

xi.

Throughput rate: The throughput rate is the maximum number of pulses that can
be processed by the receiver per unit time.

xii.

Shadow time: This is the minimum time between the trailing edge of one pulse
and leading edge of the next that permits the receiver to properly encode both of
them. This quantity is usually PW-dependent and it is defined here at the
minimum PW.

xiii.

Latency time: This is the delay between the arrival time of pulse at the receiver
and the output of the digital word from the receiver.

Note that the requirements from (i) to (vi) are considered in this research, because
detecting the continuous wave signal is the first milestone for development of wideband
RF receiver. Requirements from (vii) to (xiii) will be studied in the future.
The process of determining signal detection threshold and sensitivity for CS based
receivers is more complicate that that of FFT based receivers. The next section will
discuss threshold finding based on false alarm rate, frequency resolution, and noise
distribution of CS based RF receivers.

4.2 Noise distribution and threshold determination
In order to determine the receiver’s sensitivity, the threshold for signal detection
is determined by noise distribution. Gaussian noise is applied to the input port. Herein,
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the NUS modulation is used as an example to explain the threshold finding process. After
NUS under-sampling, the reduced samples were collected. These data were then input to
reconstruction module to obtain the Nyquist data. Figure 19 shows the threshold finding
process. A 1024-point FFT with Blackman window was applied to the Nyquist data to
obtain frequency components.
The ensemble of the amplitude was obtained with 10,000 runs to collect enough
statistical data. It is found that the PDF (Probability Density Function) of the amplitude
of the frequency component resulting from time-domain of Gaussian noise using NUSCS is semi-Rayleigh distribution (i.e., the tail distribution is not Rayleigh). Conventional
FFT noise distribution, NUS-CS noise distribution without and with Blackman window
function are shown in Figures 20, 21, and 22.

Figure 19. Threshold determination flow
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Figure 20. Conventional FFT noise Rayleigh distribution (a) full scale (b) semi-log scale

The next step to determine the threshold for each scenario is the curve fitting.
Depending on how close the noise distribution to the Rayleigh distribution, the curve
fitting divides distribution into two parts:


Rayleigh equation



Exponential equation

For example, the conventional FFT noise distribution is very much close to
Rayleigh Distribution, so the interception point of those two fitting equations occurs on
the tail region. However, the interception point of NUS-CS noise distribution occurs
close to the slope region. Figure 20 shows the curve fitting result of conventional FFT
noise distribution, and Figure 23 indicates the interception point. Figure 21 shows the
curve fitting result of NUS-CS noise distribution, and Figure 24 indicates the interception
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point. Note that the interception points are at different locations on these two noise
distributions. Using Blackman window also affects the noise distribution. Figures 21 and
22 show the effect on the NUS-CS noise distribution. The scale on x-axis clearly shows
the difference. Blackman windowing method pushes the distribution to the left and
slightly modifies the peak distribution value.

Figure 21. NUS-CS noise Rayleigh distribution without Blackman window
(a) full scale (b) semi-log scale
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Figure 22. NUS-CS noise Rayleigh distribution with Blackman window
(a) full scale (b) semi-log scale
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Figure 23. Conventional FFT noise curve fitting

Figure 24. NUS-CS noise curve fitting without Blackman window

The PDF resembles a Rayleigh in the peak region, but it shows a tail substantially
larger than the area of Rayleigh in logarithmic scale. Assuming a false alarm rate (FAR)
of 10-7, the detection threshold is determined by integrating area under the two equations
from curve fitting and the threshold is x-axis value which is on the tail region at the 10-7
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of the area. It is found that the threshold for the NUS-CS with Blackman window and for
the conventional FFT with Blackman window is 0.1254 and 0.4408, respectively.
The threshold finding described above is for NUS modulation and NESTA
detection algorithm. Every combination of modulation and detection algorithm has
different noise distribution. However, they all follow the same procedure:
o Inject noise to the system and collect the distribution after significant number of
simulation runs in order to satisfy the efficient of statistic.
o Apply curve-fitting to noise distribution to find threshold based on desired FAR.
o Some noise distributions require curve fitting with multiple segments. NUS-CS
has two fitting segments: Rayleigh curve fitting, and exponential tail fitting. NUSOMP and NUS-PE have three fitting segments: two half-Gaussian curve fittings
and one exponential tail fitting.

Figure 25. NUS-OMP noise fitting (108x2048)
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Figure 26. NUS-OMP noise fitting (54x1024)

Figure 27. NUS-OMP noise fitting (36x645)
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Figure 28. NUS-OMP noise fitting (27x480)

Different size of measurement matrix also affects the noise distribution. The peak
value and the area underneath the curve of the distribution are changed. Figures 25, 26,
27, and 28 show NUS-OMP noise distributions for different measurement matrix sizes,
i.e. 108x2048, 54x1024, 36x645, and 27x480, respectably. Since the noise distributions
are different, the curve fitting results are different as well.
Table 1 summarizes threshold values from different NUS measurement matrix
sizes for 10-4 false alarm rate. Table 2 summarizes threshold values from different NUS
measurement matrix sizes for 10-7 false alarm rate. It is shown in both tables that the
threshold value decrease as the size of measurement matrix increases. As the false alarm
rate increases, the receiver allows more false detections, and the threshold value
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decreases.

Receiver performance of using different measurement matrix sizes and

threshold values will be discussed in the next chapter.

Table 1. NUS-OMP thresholds (FAR = 10-4)

OMP
Threshold

FAR = 10^-4 (NUS-OMP)
27x480 36x645 54x1024
0.8824 0.7747
0.6131

108x2048
0.4178

Table 2. NUS-OMP thresholds (FAR = 10-7)

OMP
Threshold

FAR = 10^-7 (NUS-OMP)
27x480 36x645 54x1024
1.2027
1.077
0.8422

108x2048
0.5419

Table 3. NUS-PE threshold (FAR = 10-4)

PE
Threshold

FAR = 10^-4 (NUS-PE)
27x480
36x645
54x1024
25.7664
25.3452
26.0613

108x2048
28.265

Table 4. NUS-PE threshold (FAR = 10-7)

PE
Threshold

FAR = 10^-7 (NUS-PE)
27x480
36x645
54x1024
44.3771
44.7137
44.2087

108x2048
43.9855

Table 3 summarizes NUS-PE threshold values from different NUS measurement
matrix sizes, i.e. 108x2048, 54x1024, 36x645, and 27x480, for 10-4 false alarm rate.
Table 4 summarizes NUS-PE threshold values from different NUS measurement matrix
sizes for 10-7 false alarm rate. It is observed that some threshold value increases as the
size of measurement matrix increases. However, with different detection algorithm,
threshold value decreases, such as PE in our case.
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5. Receiver Performance Analysis

This chapter presents performance evaluation of wideband RF receivers utilizing
compressed sensing techniques. Mainly, performance analysis is focused on receiver
sensitivity, potential frequency-misread problem caused by CS modulations, and remedy
algorithms developed to solve frequency-misread problem. Table 5 lists all combinations
of modulations and signal processing algorithms in this study.

Table 5. Receiver performance analysis

Sensitivity (dB)

Uniform

Non-Uniform

PRC

NUS

OMP

X

X

PE

X

X

NESTA

X (RMPI)

X

5.1 Orthogonal Matching Pursuit (OMP)
5.1.1 PRC-OMP

Considering PRC-based receiver using OMP, a performance limitation of signal
detection arises. Figure 29 shows the detection probability vs. S/N. There are two curves
in this figure. One is the result according to the detection threshold, and the other is the
detection according to the accuracy of the frequency determination. For the later one, the
detection is claimed if the computed frequency is accurate within one Fourier frequency
bin (or frequency resolution in FFT).

The signal detection according to frequency
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accuracy reaches to about 96% when S/N is greater than 10 dB. It indicates that there is
about 4% that frequency is wrongly determined even when signal is detected according to
the threshold criterion. This frequency misread percentage is significant for receiver
applications. This erroneous frequency output is speculated due to sparcity of the input
signal. It is noted when the input frequency is not at the Fourier bins, the signal power
spreads over to the neighboring bins. The default rectangular window results in a -13 dB
side-lobe, which is significant for OMP to yield accurate solutions.
1
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Detection Probability

0.8

Frequency Acuracy
Criterion

Gap

0.7
0.6
0.5

Threshold
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Figure 29. Sensitivity result for the PRC-based receiver using OMP detection algorithm. The
frequency detection gap is shown.

A remedy to this problem is to apply Blackman window, which is known to
reduce side-lobe to -58 dB [15], shown in Figure 30. We applied this remedy, and repeat
the sensitivity analysis. The result is shown in Figure 31. It is noted that the gap
disappears and the detection probability reaches nearly 100% as S/N increases. The
sensitivity is about 6.8 dB according to the threshold detection (vs. 1.8 dB according to
the frequency-determined criterion).
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Figure 30. Window functions
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Figure 31. Sensitivity result for PRC-based receiver using OMP detection algorithm. The
frequency detection gap is disappears after Blackman window is applied.

5.1.2 NUS-OMP

Considering NUS-based receiver using OMP, the performance limitation of signal
detection also arises. The sensitivity vs. S/N is shown in Figure 32. A similar wrongly
determined frequency of 4 % appears when S/N is larger than 10 dB. First thought for
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the remedy is to apply Blackman window as the one used for PRC case. However, it
does not yield improvement. The reason is obvious when one looks into the NUS’s
measurement matrix. Each row of the matrix has only one non-zero entry, the Blackman
window has little effect to suppress sparcity.
A close look into those cases giving wrong frequency results yields the following
findings. When input frequency is at the Fourier bins, the frequency detection reaches
nearly 100% as S/N increases. When input frequency is at the half integer of the Fourier
bins, the frequency detection reaches only 80% as S/N increases. With these findings, we
devise a remedy for NUS signal detection using OMP processing.
In addition to the computation using the normal Fourier basis at the integer bins,
we apply an extra computation using Fourier basis at half integer bins. The matrix and
matrix element for the Fourier basis at the integer bins and at the half integer bins are
given by:
(8)

(9)

where Fkn and F1/2,kn are the matrice elements at index of kn for Fourier basis at integer
and half integer bins, respectively. Figure 33 shows the result for integer bin. It clearly
shows that when frequency is at the bin frequencies the result is good. When the
frequency is at the middle of the bin frequencies, the result is the worst. This gives us a
hint to do the signal detection using an extra process. Figure 34 shows the results using
the Fourier basis at the half integer bin. The result is the best when the frequency is at the
half integer bin, while the result is the worst when the signal is at the integer bin.
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Figure 32. Sensitivity result for the NUS-based receiver using OMP detection algorithm. The
frequency detection gap is shown.
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Figure 33. Sensitivity result for NUS-OMP integer bin.

Figure 34. Sensitivity result for NUS-OMP half-integer bin.
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The remedy requires to compute the OMP processing twice for NUS modulation.
One is to use the integer Fourier basis, and the other is to use the half-interger Fourier
basis. By comparing the results from these two calculations, a more accurate frequency
result can be obtained. Figure 35 shows the sensitivity result after the remedy. It is noted
that the frequency detection gap disappears and the frequency detection probability
reaches nearly 100% as S/N increases. One also notes that the sensitivity is about 4.8 dB
according to threshold detection (vs. 0.8 dB according to frequency-determined
criterion). This sensitivity value of the NUS using the remedied OMP is better than those
for the PRC using remedied OMP processing. However, the latter algorithm applies
OMP only once, while the former applies twice.
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Figure 35. Sensitivity result for the NUS-based receiver using OMP detection algorithm. The
frequency detection gap disappears.
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5.2 Parameter Estimation (PE)

The detection process of Parameter estimation is based on familiar principles
employed by detectors that operate on Nyquist samples.

Considering one-signal

detection, the PE method is based on a combination of consistency estimation and
template matching to determine the signal’s frequency and its equivalent amplitude. The
main formulation is followed:
(10)

ɸ

ɸ ɸ

ɸ

(11)

(12)

where yT is the transpose of y, the measured data vector, and
1
0


 cos( 2ft )
sin(2ft ) 
 cos( 2f 2t ) sin(2f 2t ) 


Vf  













cos( 2fN ' t ) sin(2fN ' t ) 

(13)

where N’ = N-1, and ∆t = 1/fs, i.e., the Nyquist sampling time. P(f) is the quasi-spectrum
derived from PE, and the value of f at which the P(f) is the maximum determines the
signal’s frequency.
The same methodology to determine signal detection threshold is used. The PDF
is computed using the Monte Carlo simulation and the Gaussian noise as the input. The
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resulted PDF data is fitted using analog formula, and from which, the signal detection
threshold associated with a pre-determined false alarm rate is calculated.

5.2.1 PRC-PE and NUS-PE

It is found that the quasi-spectrum resolution in PE algorithm is a concerned
parameter. The quasi-spectrum resolution that we use in this study is equal to those given
by a 1,024 Nyquist point FFT. Figures 36 and 37 show the sensitivity simulation results
for PRC and NUS, respectively. The sensitivities for PRC and NUS are 3.8 and 3.5 dB,
respectively. If the resolution is coarse (e.g., double the value used in the analysis),
frequency misread, a similar problem found in OMP detection algorithm with PRC
modulation and NUS modulation, arises. If the resolution is increased, there is no
frequency misread problem, but more computation is needed.
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Figure 36. Sensitivity result for PRC-based receiver using PE detection algorithm.
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Figure 37. Sensitivity result for NUS-based receiver using PE detection algorithm.
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5.3 Comparison of OMP and PE detection algorithms

Table 6 shows the sensitivity results for PRC and NUS modulations using OMP
and PE algorithms. The sensitivity using PE algorithm is nearly the same for both PRC
and NUS modulations. However, the sensitivity using OMP, the PRC is 2 dB worse than
the NUS case. The speculation is that the sensitivity gain in NUS is due to its doubling
labor in computing OMP routine twice. First time is using integer Fourier basis matrix
and the second time is using the half integer Fourier basis. The fact that the sensitivity
using PE algorithm is better than using OMP is due to the same speculation.

PE

algorithm spends more computation than OMP. The extra computation spent yields a
few dB improvement in PE’s sensitivity. To compare with the conventional 512-point
FFT, the sensitivity at the same FAR (i.e., 10-7 ) is calculated to be -8.7 and -7.6 dB using
the rectangular and Blackman windows respectively [16]. Blackman window increases
the main lobe size and its impact on sensitivity is a little worse compared to the
rectangular window. Since FFT uses all the Nyquist data, while CS uses only a fraction
of the Nyquist data, the sensitivity for both cases are related. The CS’s sensitivity can be
intuitively estimated by the following formula:

(14)

The second term on the right hand side in Eq. (1) is due to the penalty of the data
reduction, (R = 17.9 in this sample calculation) and the last term is due to the different
frame size (Nyquist data in CS frame, MR = 645, while those in FFT frame NFFT = 512).
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The calculated sensitivitycs for the case of rectangular window is estimated to be 2.8 dB,
which is reasonably compared to the computed PE’s sensitivity in the Table 6.

Table 6. OMP and PE Sensitivity comparison

PRC
NUS

OMP (dB)
6.8
4.8

PE (dB)
3.8
3.5

The sensitivity analysis of PE and OMP using PRC and NUS for the measurement
matrix size is 36x645 and the false alarm rate 10-7 was presented in the previous section.
Herein, we’ll conduct sensitivity analysis for variable measurement matrix sizes (i.e.,
27x480, 54x1024 and 108x2045), with the data reduction rate close to 18 and a false
alarm rate of 10-4 and 10-7. Two factors are considered before simulation: 1) the number
of actual compressed data points in simulation and 2) the number of zero padding in the
MxN measurement matrix.
PE and OMP don’t reconstruct compressed data back to Nyquist domain but
process the compressed data directly. The size of the frequency basis matrix is the length
of x-dimension of the measurement matrix. For example, if the measurement matrix size
is 36x645 then the size of the frequency basis matrix is 645x645. To make the size of
frequency basis matrix as the power of 2 same as the sizes of the conventional FFT, i.e.,
512, 1024 and 2048, zero padding is introduced. Table 7 shows the data reduction rate of
variable measurement matrices before and after zero padding, which is still close to 18.
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Table 7. Data reduction rate before and after zero padding
27x480 54x1008 108x2032

Matrix mesurement size

17.78

Data compression rate
Measurement matrix size after zero padding
Data compression rate after zero padding

18.66

18.81

27x512 54x1024 108x2048
18.96

18.96

18.96

The sensitivity analysis for variable measurement matrixes after zero padding is
conducted. Figures 38 and 39 show the sensitivity result for NUS-OMP and NUS-PE for
different size of measurement matrices.

Table 8 and 9 present the sensitivity and

threshold for OMP and PE using NUS for variable size of measurement matrices.

Table 8. NUS-OMP sensitivity and threshold for different size of measurement matrices (10-4)
NUS-OMP, FAR = 10-4
Size

27x480

36x645

54x1024

108x2048

Threshold

0.8824

0.7747

0.6131

0.4178

Sensitivity

3.9 dB

2.5 dB

0.5 dB

-2.5 dB

Table 9. NUS-PE sensitivity and threshold for different size of measurement matrices (10-4)
NUS-PE, FAR = 10-4
Size

27x480

36x645

54x1024 108x2048

Threshold

25.7664

25.3452

26.0613

28.265

Sensitivity

2.5 dB

0.8 dB

0 dB

-3.5 dB

Table 10. NUS-OMP sensitivity and threshold for different size of measurement matrices (10 -7)
NUS-OMP, FAR = 10-7
OMP

27x480

36x645

54x1024

108x2048

Threshold

1.2027

1.077

0.8422

0.5419

Sensitivity

6

5.2

2.8

-1
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Table 11.NUS-PE sensitivity and threshold for different size of measurement matrices (10 -7)
NUS-PE, FAR = 10-7
PE

27x480

36x645

54x1024

108x2048

Threshold

44.3771

44.7137

44.2087

43.9855

Sensitivity

5.5

2.5

2

0

Figure 38. NUS-OMP sensitivity V.S. different size of measurement matrices (10-4)

Figure 39. NUS-PE sensitivity V.S. different size of measurement matrices (10 -4)
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As shown in the Tables and Figures above, as size increases, the sensitivity
improves. NUS-PE sensitivity is higher than those of NUS-OMP by 0.5 to 1.4 dB for 10-4
FAR, and by 0.5 to 2.7 dB for 10-7 FAR. Let’s take a look for original size of
measurement matrix first, such as 27x480 and 36x645. As the size of the frequency basis
matrix increases, the sensitivity increases as explained in Eq. (14).

5.4 NESTA

This section will discuss the receiver performance with NUS modulation and
NESTA, a fully-reconstruction detection algorithm.

However, there are several

parameters in NESTA algorithm that can affect the reconstruction quality, such as µ and
δ. Furthermore, the combination of settings alters the noise distribution as well as
threshold, so it is better to optimize the NESTA settings first and then, analyze the result.
Correlation between μ and δ in NESTA reconstructing algorithm play important
role on the noise distribution and threshold determination. Originally, the noise
distribution from conventional FFT method is a Rayleigh Distribution as shown in Figure
40. After applying Blackman window, the noise distribution is pushed left, close to y-axis,
and the distribution also has a higher peak, shown in Figure 41 However, the noise
distribution with Blackman window applied is still Rayleigh Distribution, so the detection
theory is still valid. After successfully verify the accuracy and capacity of NESTA
reconstructing algorithm, the optimization of the algorithm is conducted by analyzing
different setting of μ and δ with Blackman window applied.
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The μf is the desired value of μ at the last continuation step of NESTA. A smaller
μ leads to higher accuracy of reconstruction result, but the process would take more time
to complete. The δ is L error bound, which enforces how close the reconstruction result
fits the observation, which is digitalized incoming signal, i.e.
(15)

The most common heuristic is to set

Figure 40. Conventional FFT noise distribution without Blackman window
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(16)

Figure 41. Conventional FFT noise distribution with Blackman window

where δ = standard deviation of noise, and m is the number of the row in the
measurement matrix. However, the common setting of δ won’t produce the best result.
We started setting μf and δ as 0 and gradually increase the value by the order of 10, such
as 0.0001, 0.001, 0.01, and 0.1.
Different μf and δ sets generate different noise distributions. The shape and the
range also changes. Note that these noise distributions are applied with the Blackman
window. Figure 42 depicts the noise Rayleigh distribution with fixed δ and different μ f.
Figure 43 depicts the noise Rayleigh distribution with fixed μ f and different δ. Figure 44
depicts the noise Rayleigh distribution with fixed δ and different μf in semi-log scale.
Figure 45 depicts the noise Rayleigh distribution with fixed μf and different δ in semi-log
scale.
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Figure 42. Rayleigh noise distribution with fixed δ and different μf

Figure 43. Rayleigh noise distribution with fixed μf and different δ
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Figure 44. Rayleigh noise distribution with fixed δ and different μ f (semi-log)

Figure 45. Rayleigh noise distribution with fixed μf and different δ (semi-log)
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As δ remains unchanged, decreasing µ f pushes the noise distribution close to the
y-axis, and scales up all the values in the distribution. Continue decreasing µ f will make
the noise distribution less like a Rayleigh distribution. In all cases the signal detection
threshold increase as the µf decreases. As µ f remains unchanged, increasing δ will
increase peak amplitude of the distribution and increase the signal detection threshold.
After extensive simulations NUS-NESTA sensitivity and SFDR for different sets of μ f, δ
and threshold are summarized in Table 12.
NUS-NESTA Threshold is determined after curve fitting process of noise
distribution and the curve fitting makes noise distribution more like Rayleigh distribution.
However, when the µf is too small, the noise distribution is less like Rayleigh distribution,
which affects the accuracy of threshold.

Table 12. NUS-NESTA threshold, sensitivity, and SFDR for different setting of parameters with
Blackman window
μf

δ

Threshold

Sensitivity

SFDR

0.1

0

0.2905

-1 dB

2 dB

0.01

0

0.9945

-5 dB

39 dB

0.001

0

1.8336

-3 dB

54 dB

0.1

0.01

0.2015

-1.5 dB

2.5 dB

0.1

0.001

0.3994

-1 dB

2 dB

The optimal setting of μf and δ is that the algorithm produces good sensitivity and
good dynamic range and the noise distribution is Rayleigh. There are two optimal setting
of μf and δ: 1) μf = 0.01 and δ = 0, and 2) μf = 0.001 and δ = 0. It is observed that when
adjusting μf and δ, the μf has to be adjusted first, because it affects the noise distribution
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the most. After a proper μf is selected, then δ is adjusted to make the noise distribution
like Rayleigh.

5.4.1 NUS-NESTA

Two modulations are analyzed with NESTA:
1) Non-Uniform Sampling, and
2) Uniform Sampling (based on Random Modulation Pre-Integration (RMPI).
Let’s start with NUS modulation with NESTA detection algorithm, which is the main
focus of this performance study for NESTA algorithm, and RMPI is just for comparison.

Figure 46. NUS-NESTA without Blackman window (FAR = 10-7)
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Figure 47. NUS-NESTA with Blackman window (FAR = 10-7)

The NUS-NESTA has a major benefit that the sampled signal is in its original
form so the SFDR is not decreased much after the reconstructing process. Multiple
detections are difficult to detect when using Parameter Estimation technique, due to
detection of the 2nd signal requires subtracting the contribution of the first signal from
the measurement data. It is of sequential nature in addition to the complication involved
in the subtraction. However, the NUS-NESTA receiver detects the both signals, because
its reconstruction and analyze the data on the Nyquist domain.
The NUS-NESTA receiver was tested with continuous wave signals.

The

performance of receiver’s sensitivity and SFDR is presented. Sensitivity is determined
by 90% detection rate on first peak graph. For NUS-NESTA, in Figure 46, the 90%
detection rate is at -6 dB on the first graph (green). The SFDR is determined by SNR
difference (distance) between the 90% detection of the peak signal shown in the first
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graph (green) and the 90% detection of the highest spur shown in the second graph
(purple). For example, in Figure 46 the SNR of the 90% detection of the peak signal
shown in the first graph (dark green) is -3.5 dB and the SNR of the 90% detection of the
highest spur shown in the second graph (purple) is 34 dB. By subtracting both values, the
SFDR is 37.5 dB.
Blackman window improves receiver’s sensitivity (90% of signal detection, 10 -7
of false alarm rate). As shown in Table 13, receiver’s sensitivity of the conventional FFT
and NUS-NESTA is -14.5 dB and -6 dB of SNR respectively without Blackman window;
-15.5 dB and -5 dB of SNR respectively with Blackman window. As shown in Table 14,
using the Blackman window, receiver’s SFDR of the conventional FFT is increased from
38.5 to 73 dB and receiver’s SFDR of the NUS-NESTA is increased from 12 to 39 dB.
ADC sampling rate of the NUS-NESTA is about 1/20 of that of the conventional FFT.
Figure 47 shows receiver SFDR of the two different setting of NUS-CS without using
Blackman window. Figure 47 shows receiver SFDR of the two different setting of NUSNESTA using Blackman window. The Dynamic Range clearly improves with Blackman
Window applied on both cases.
Table 13. NUS-NESTA Sensitivity
W/O Blackman window

W. Black window

Conventional FFT: -14.5 dB

Conventional FFT: -15.5 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.01: -6 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.01: -5 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.001: -3.5 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.001: -3.3 dB
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Table 14. NUS-NESTA CW SFDR
W/O Blackman window

W. Black window

Conventional FFT: 38.5 dB

Conventional FFT: 73 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.01: 12 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.01: 39 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.001: 37.5 dB

NUS-NESTA, μ= 0.001: 54 dB

5.4.2 RMPI-NESTA

The US-CS receiver was implemented with RMPI modulation and NESTA
detection algorithm, and it is tested with continuous wave signals for receiver’s
sensitivity and SFDR. As shown in Table 15 and Table 16, conventional FFT receiver’s
sensitivity and the RMPI-NESTA receiver’s sensitivity is -15.5 dB and -5.5 dB of SNR,
respectively. As shown in Table 15 and Table 16, using the Blackman window, SFDR of
the conventional FFT is increased from 38.5 to 73 dB and SFDR of the RMPI-NESTA is
increased from 38 to 60.5 dB (i.e., 12.5 dB less than the conventional FFT). ADC
sampling rate of the RMPI-NESTA is about 1/13 of that of the conventional FFT. Figure
48 shows sensitivity and SFDR of the conventional FFT and the RMPI-NESTA without
the Blackman window. Figure 49 shows sensitivity and SFDR of the conventional FFT
and RMPI-NESTA with the Blackman window. Comparing NUS-NESTA and RMPINESTA (Table 13, 14, 15, 16) using Blackman window results shows NUS-NESTA has
higher sensitivity (5.5 dB) and higher SFDR (2.5 dB). The RMPI-NESTA and NUSNESTA sampling frequency is about 1/13 and 1/18 of the Nyquist sampling frequency,
respectively.
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Figure 48. RMPI-NESTA without Blackman window (FAR = 10 -7)

Figure 49. RMPI-NESTA with Blackman window (FAR = 10 -7)
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Table 15. RMPI-NESTA Sensitivity
W/O Blackman window

W. Black window

Conventional FFT: -14.5 dB

Conventional FFT: -15.5 dB

RMPI-NESTA: -5 dB

RMPI-NESTA: -5.5 dB

Table 16. RMPI-NESTA Single CW SFDR
W/O Blackman window

W. Black window

Conventional FFT: 38.5 dB

Conventional FFT: 73 dB

RMPI-NESTA: 38 dB

RMPI-NESTA: 60.5 dB
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6. Hardware Implementation Analysis

The detection algorithms solve the least square solution by approaching L1-norm
or L2-norm equations. Hence, most of algorithms solving compressed sensing problem
require extensive recursive computations. Figures 9 and 13 show the iterative process and
computation of OMP and PE algorithm. For NESTA, the iterative process gets more
complicate because it reconstructs the compressed signal back to Nyquist domain. Figure
50 briefly demonstrates the iteration process of NESTA.
If Measurement Matrix φ(x) is partial isometry
Initial X0, and compute gradient of φ(x),
Set Maximum run of iteration, μ,and δ,
Iteration begins:
1. update yk
2. update zk
3. update xk
Check μ and set next iteration parameters
Start next iteration
When xk reaches accuracy boundary, stop the process
Figure 50. NESTA reconstructing iterative process

Updating xk, yk, and zk also require many computations; the detail of each step is
explained in Figure 14. From all the considerations above, GPU (graphics processing unit)
is chosen to perform CS computations and run multiple processes in parallel.

6.1 Graphics processing unit (GPU)

A graphics processing unit (GPU) is a specialized electronic circuit designed to
rapidly manipulate and alter memory to accelerate the creation of images in a frame
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buffer intended for output to a display. GPUs are used in embedded systems, mobile
phones, personal computers, workstations, and game consoles.
Modern GPUs are very efficient at manipulating computer graphics and image
processing, and their highly parallel structure makes them more effective than generalpurpose CPUs for algorithms where processing of large blocks of data is done in parallel
[14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19]. Since the main purpose of GPU is to process image and an image
is the matrix of data like measurement matrix in compressed sensing, so it is a good
choice of hardware for compressed sensing.
Most computation of detection algorithms in our study process matrix math, or
simpler form of matrix math, and under-sampling in compressed sensing is exactly
matrix multiplication. Therefore, GPU is the better choice than FPGA for hardware
implementation. One more benefit that GPU is favor over with FPGA is the parallel
computing. For example, GPU can generate all the elements in frequency basis matrix at
the same time.
Figure 51 shows GPU implementation from pseudo code to GPU CUDA for OMP
algorithm. Each line of pseudo code involves matrix operations, which can be converted
to GPU CUDA or CUDA parallel computing techniques.
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for ii= 1:k;
Vector math
ri= yy-yi;
Product (element-wise)
aa= ri'*AF;
[imax, jmax]= max(abs(aa(1:nwy/1))); Matrix math
CUDA Sorting
indx= [indx; jmax];
Reorganize Matrix
AI= [AI AF(:,jmax)];
Matrix * matrix
xi= inv(AI'*AI)*AI'*yy;
Matrix * matrix
yi= AI*xi;
end
Figure 51. OMP CUDA conversion concept
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Figure 52. OMP CUDA Kernel flow
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Detected
Signal

6.2 CUDA Implementation and Analysis
6.2.1 NUS-OMP

In order to implement OMP into CUDA, each step of OMP is being converted
into GPU kernel. And, same procedures can be executed simultaneously in a kernel so the
total process time is reduced. Figure 52 shows the OMP CUDA kernel flow. Compressed
signal generation is the best example to explain parallel computing in GPU. Since GPU is
very efficient in processing matrix operation, and compressed signal generation involves
a big matrix operation, so each element of compressed signal can be generated
individually without interfering other element. All the elements of compressed signal can
be generated simultaneously in one CUDA kernel. Elements in frequency basis matrix
can also be generated in parallel as shown in Figure 52. The OMP detection algorithm is
divided into five CUDA kernels. Kernels are running in sequential and each kernel’s
input depends on previous kernel’s output. In each kernel, all processes are executed
simultaneously without affecting the output of kernel.
In order to comparing run-time between Matlab and GPU, we use the case of the
sensitivity study with different sizes of measurement matrix. Figure 38 in the Chapter 5
shows the sensitivity using NUS-OMP with different measurement matrix size, in which
the result shows that as the measurement matrix size increases, the sensitivity value is
decreased.
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Table 17. Run time comparison (Matlab V.S. GPU)

Matrix Size

54x1024

108x2048

216x4096

Time resolution

204.8 ns

409.6 ns

819.2 ns

Sensitivity*

-1 dB

-5 dB

-8 dB

Run-time (Matlab)

523 us

2.5 ms

3.7 s

Run-time (GPU)

198 us

206 us

234 us

*: based on the frequency error criterion

Table 17 shows the comparison of run-time between Matlab and GPU. As the size
of measurement matrix increases by 4-fold and 16-fold, the run-time in Matlab increases
by 5-fold and 7000-fold, respectively. However, the run-time in GPU only increases by
a small portion as the measurement matrix size increases by 4-fold and 16-fold. This
small amount of run-time increases is due to the increase of the data copying between
host (CPU) and device (GPU) as the measurement matrix size is increased.

The

sensitivity results from Matlab and GPU are very close to each other, only within 0.5 dB
of difference. These results demonstrate the significant advantage of the GPU’s parallel
computing process.
Note that the CUDA OMP is implemented with CuBlas library from NVIDIA,
and CuBlas is a general purpose library for matrix operations. These functions are not
optimized for OMP algorithm. In order to improve the speed and performance of OMP
CUDA, it is necessary to create the optimized and specific kernel functions for OMP
detection algorithm. This observation is also applied in the case of implementing PE into
CUDA.
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6.2.2 NUS-PE

PE solves the least square solution to extract information from the compressed
signal. The only difference is that frequency basis matrix in PE has FFT components and
OMP doesn’t. PE introduces an idea of simulated FFT-point, which is the frequency
component of FFT. Increasing the size of frequency basis matrix (measurement matrix),
the resolution of simulated FFT-point is also increased.
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Modulate with Measurement matrix to
generate compressed signal

Data
Interfacing

Detected
Signal

PE Detection Algorithm

Create H matrix from
Frequency basis matrix
(Matrix operations)

Frequency basis generation
(with FFT components)

Least Square Approach
(Cuda reduce)

Multiply measurement
matrix with frequency basis

Frequency Basis Matrix
Pre-Generation

Least Square Approach
(Matrix Multiplications)

Find max-value from solving
Least Square Solution
(Find Max absolute value)

Generate compressed
signal

Figure 53. PE CUDA kernel flow

Figure 53 shows the kernel flow of PE CUDA. Note that frequency basis matrix
generation is divided into two kernels. As in the previous case of OMP, the frequency
basis matrix can be pre-generated. PE detection algorithm is divided into four kernels for
CUDA implementation. Generating H matrix is the first kernel.

It creates a 3-

dimentional frequency basis matrix. Again, this H matrix is pre-generated. The rest
kernels use this 3-dimentional matrix to detect and estimate signal parameters using the
least square and quasi-spectrum approach.

The last kernel is to estimate the detected

signal through finding the maximum component of the PE-derived qusi-spectrum.
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The sensitivity results from different sizes of measurement matrix were shown in
Figure 39 in Chapter 5. Table 18 is the run-time and sensitivity results for PE detection
algorithm with different sizes of measurement matrix. As the size is increased, the
sensitivity is increased. GPU run-time is about the same order but Matlab run-time
increases significantly. Since PE algorithm uses 3-dimentional matrix, a larger frequency
basis matrix than that of OMP algorithm, the PE GPU run-time is greater than that of
OMP.
Table 18. PE run-time analysis
PE Run-time Analysis
Size of ɸ
27x480
36x645
54x1024
512
1024
1024
Simulated FFT point
5.5 dB
2.5 dB
2 dB
Sensitivity*
2.75 ms
9.83 ms
18.87 ms
Run-time (Matlab)
0.322 ms
0.626 ms
0.62 ms
Run-time (GPU)
-7
*: Threshold Method with FAR: 10

108x2048
2048
0 dB
175.8 ms
1.258 ms

The sensitivity results are nearly the same (within 0 to 1 dB difference) between
Matlab and GPU processors. To make sense of these sensitivity results for NUS-PE case,
one is referred to Eq. (14) in Chapter 5, where sensitivity using the conventional FFT
with Nyquist data and the CS data are compared. The conventional FFT with 512
Nyquist data has a sensitivity of -8.7 dB. For the measurement matrix sizes of 27x480,
36x645 and 54x1024, the data reduction rates are 17.8, 17.9 and 19, respectively. The
penalty of these data reduction are 12.5, 12.5 and 12.8 dB, respectively. The frame size
factors are 0.28, -1.00, and -3.01 dB, respectively. The estimated CS’s sensitivities are
4.1, 2.8, and 1.1 dB, respectively. These results are very close to the 5.5, 2.5 and 2 dB,
respectively for the first three matrix sizes shown in Table 18. These fair comparisons
indicate the validity of both Matlab and GPU results.
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The run-time analysis for detection algorithms for GPU and Matlab are different,
because CPU is the major processor for running the detection algorithms and all the data
transferring on the Matlab, but on the GPU side, both CPU and GPU are running
different operations. GPU is responsible for running the detection algorithm, and CPU is
responsible for running data transferring between input to host, host to device, device to
host, and host to output. Since this research focuses on the timing analysis of detection
algorithm, so the measurement methods are different. All the run-time analysis on GPU
for compressed sensing techniques are measured only for the computing processes
involved with GPU device itself, such as memory copying from device to host and vice
versa, kernel computing, etc. The run-time analysis doesn’t include processes involved
with CPU computing. The run-time analysis for Matlab is measured for CPU computing
processes.
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7. Conclusion
7.1 My research contributions

The main contributions of this research work are:
i.

The development of digital wideband RF receiver utilizing compressed sensing
technique. Compressed sensing techniques are mainly used on image processing,
medical imaging, and seismic imaging, and use of compressed sensing techniques
on Radar is in the beginning stage.

ii.

The development includes two kinds of modulations: uniform sampling and nonuniform sampling modulations and two types of detection algorithms: nonreconstructing and fully-reconstructing detection algorithms. The hardware model
and the measurement matrix for the modulations are developed and the detection
algorithms are implemented on both Matlab and GPU for the assessment of the
basic receiver performance – sensitivity, run-time, and time resolution.

iii.

The methodology development to evaluate the compressed sensing-based digital
wideband RF receiver’s performance of sensitivity and dynamic range. The
methodology includes the determination of threshold for a given alarm rate. The
process of calculating threshold from noise distribution of receiver is defined and
verified.

iv.

Implementation and verification in Matlab of the modulations and detection
algorithms for the six receivers developed: NUS-OMP, PRC-OMP, NUS-PE,
PRC-PE, RMPI-NESTA, and NUS-NESTA.

v.

GPU implementation of the compressed sensing-based digital wideband RF
receiver. Two GPU implementations are: NUS-OMP and NUS-PE. Both receivers
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are analyzed for sensitivity, run-time, and time resolution. This study includes the
trade-off analysis between run-time and performance.
vi.

Non-uniform sampling modulation is developed for compressed sensing. The
pattern generation rules are defined and the hardware model is created and
verified.

vii.

All the developed CS based receivers are compared with the conventional FFT
based receiver with a Nyquist rate of 5 GHz. The comparison between the
sensitivities for the conventional and the CS-based receiver is given by a formula
relating the frame size and the data reduction rate. Using the default measurement
matrix size of 36x645, i.e., a data reduction rate of 17.9, and the faulse alarm rate
of 10-7, the sensitivity is obtained using Monte Carlo simulation for the studied
CS-based receivers. For PRC-OMP receiver, the sensitivity is 6.8 dB. For NUSOMP receiver, the sensitivity is 4.8 dB. For PRC-PE receiver, the sensitivity is
3.8 dB. For NUS-PE receiver, the sensitivity is 3.5 dB. Using another matrix size
of 54x1024, i.e., a data reduction rate of 19, and the same FAR, the sensitivity is
obtained using Monte Carlo simulation for the other two developed CS-vbased
receivers.

For RMPI-NESTA receiver, the sensitivity is -5.5 dB. For NUS-

NESTA receiver, the sensitivity is -5 dB.

The comparison between these

sensitivities for the CS-based receivers and the conventional FFT-based receiver
is discussed with a formula relating the frame size and the data reduction rate.

7.2 Future works
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For future development on digital wideband RF receiver utilizing compressed
sensing techniques:
i.

Optimization of real-time processing: The current GPU implementation for
receiver with compressive sensing shows a processing time in millisecond range.
It may not be fast enough for real-time processing for some receiver applications
which may require an order magnitude improvement in the speed. Two factors
may contribute to this slow performance. One is that there is a speed limit in the
current GPU technology. Another is that the kernel functions are not optimized
for detection algorithm specifically. The kernel functions currently used are from
NVIDIA CuBlas library. It is a general purpose matrix operation library, not
particular designed for OMP and PE detection algorithm. In addition to the speed
improvement in the GPU technology, the future effort may be conducted on the
design of the specialized and optimized kernel functions to improve GPU speed.

ii.

Limitation of GPU: In the recent GPU development, one kernel runs at one time.
There is no kernel running inside a kernel. And, only the same process can run in
the same kernel. Developing GPU CUDA without these limitations will speed up
GPU receiver performance.

iii.

More effective modulations and detection algorithms: In this research, OMP, PE
and NESTA are the three detection algorithms, and RMPI, PRC, and NUS are the
three modulations. Development of new modulation and detection algorithm will
be studied in the future.

iv.

Other applications: Due to its wide bandwidth coverage with reduced sampling
rate compressed sensing is becoming an emerging technology that has been
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applied in various areas of signal processing.

The hardware implementation

through GPU’s parallel computing will open up further opportunities in those
fields requiring fast computation. Such fields include the image signal processing
for medical applications and RF sensor applications for DoD missions.
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